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itized fossils. It contains concretions. It was seen 
only in one small area. 

The track entries are deeply graded so that in 
many places several feet of the floor strata can be 
seen. The roadbed is very well built with a thick 
layer of crushed stone beneath the rails. It is the 
smoothest railroad I have seen in a mine. Monterey 
is very concious of the need to build good haulage 
roads that must last the life of the mine. The over
casts and stoppings also are very solid. No wooden 
slam doors are used; only overcasts are used to 
split air currents. 

Next we go to the Main North intakes at the lst 
West Intersection. At the belt underpass four feet 
of the floor are exposed. The upper one foot is soft 
olive-gray claystone, which grades downward into 
three feet of hard, olive-gray claystone containing 
numerous small nodules of limestone. 

Observed a large clay dike in the coal seam and 
roof, The dike occurs along a fault which dips about 
45 degrees in the roof and steepens downward, dying 
o ut toward the rloor. The coal of the ootwall is 
"olded upward (false drag). The dike consists of 
hard, dark gray clay aba1t three feet wide at the 
t op of the coal, pinching out about the middle of 
the seam. Numerous ·narrow veinlets and sills of 
clay penetrate the Anna Shale along the dike. There 
appears to be a graben at the top of the dike, with 
a wedge of limestone dropped down. 

Pods or lenses of dark gray shale definitely 
occur beneath the Anna Shale. The shale tends to be 
rather hard and poorly bedded, locally thinly lamin
ated, and is silty and finely micaceous, containing 
occasional plant fossils. Large slips which weaken 
the roof are common in the gray shale. In one pod 
the gray shale is at least three feet thick; its 
upper contact was not observed. Minor water seepage 
is occuring from the roof within the pod. 
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The Anna Shale is well-jointed with joints 
trending 070-080, The gray shale generally is not 
jointed. 

Another area of bad top, and minor water seep
age, is associated with a series of slips in the 
Anna Shale. A series of slips are seen, consistently 
striking about 020 and ilipping about 45 degrees. 
They have little apparent displacement and are not 
see~ to penetrate the coal. The Anna Shale is at 
least three feet thick. 

Nearby is another area of gray shale, with many 
slips having no consistent orientation. Pecten is 
common i.1 the gray shale. 

At the head of the track the immediate roof is 
dark gray limestone, very shaly at the base. A 
linear slip penetrates the limestone and coal, and 
a narrow filling of clay is presont along the slip 
in the upper part of the coal. 

Next we go to the western entries of the Main 
South to demonstrate our mapping methods. A copy of 
my field map is included (over). 

The dominant roof type in the area mapped is 
Anna Shale, with well,-developed joints and many 
concretions. The joints strike slightly north .9L 
~st (as observed earlier, and as is common through
out Illinois). The thickness of the Anna Shale is 
mostly unknown, except in a small area where it is 
very thin or absent, and limestone forms the immed
iate roof. 

Dark gray Energy Shale occurs as small pods. 
Much care is required to distinguish the two shales 
because the Energy Shale is so dark. Carter Oil's 
geologists had previously not recognized the pre
sence of gray shale. They had told us that the Anna 
Shale formed the immediate roo throughout the mine. 
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A large fault is present in the area mapped . 
It is a normal fault trending 050/35 NW in the 
third entry from the west; the throw is about 5 feet . 
Very definite false drag is seen on both the footwalJ 
and the hanging wall. The fault zone is narrow , with 
a little crushed shale and pyrite . The floorexposed 
at the fault c onsists of c l aystone , grading downward 
to nodular limestone . The roof is Anna Shale . 

Southeast of the fault a large number of paralleJ 
slips or small faults are mapped , Another swarm of 
parallel slips occurs about 100 feet northwest o· 
the fault. These slips seriously weaken the roof , 
and considerable spalling of shale occurs as we 
map. 

The low angle of dip and the false drag indicate 
that the ault is not of tectonic origin. We would 
classi-"y it as a "clay- dike "ault" . The parallel 
s ips must be part Othe s-ame system . In my ex er
ielce it is unusual for so many parallel slips to 
accompany a clay-dike fa11lt, eve1 o1e of this mag-
1 L ·- 1de. 

The map!Jing project is cut short because as we 
go noethward the s.Jalli g becomes more ar-ti ve . 

Last we visit the 2nd Panel North off the Main 
East. 'fhe face is about 12 crosscuts .10rth of the 
Main East . We do not go all the way to the face, 
but go to observe a · large fall (exact locatio.!.l not 
determined), 

The fall is about 6 feet high and is said to be 
the largest that has occured to date in the mine . 
It covers an entire intersection and has not been 
cleaned . Dust in the air obscures the strata exposed 
in the fall. 

The fall lies at the south edge of a pod of 
gray shale . The contact of Anna Shale to gray shale 
is abrupt . The Anna Shale is about 2 feet thick , 
and is overlain by a layer of dark gray , fine
grained limestone containing large septarian cracks 
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filled with brownish calcite . The limestone is len
ticular are varies from about a foot to a foot and 
a half thick . Above it is more dark gray or black 
shale . The top of the fall is a level , somewhat 
irregular surface , mottled greenish- gray . The view i~ 

not good enough to determine if it is limestone , but 
I suspect it is . 

The coal contains prominent partings of clay 
that may be splits- see John Popp ' s notes . 

In the panel the track and the belt are in the 
same 24- foot - wide entry . A row of props has been 
set along the belt . At the south end of the panel 
the track and belt diverge into separate entries , 
In the crosscut where the track turns is a large 
~t, trending 16G/40 NW and having 4 to 5 feet 
of throw in the coal . Like the ault in the Main 
South, this one has prominent false drag and is 
considered to be a clay- dike faul_t . I t is not pre
sent in the next crosse t to the n orth ; only two 
slips or small faults with less than a oot of throw 
are seen, East of the large ault, a number of par
allel slips are see1 . This also mirrors the situatior 
i 1 the Main South . 
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